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Maclean Health 

To: Dr. Tomas Aragon, Director 

California Department of Public Health 

P.O. Box 997378 

MS 1700-1702 

Sacramento, CA 95899-7378 

Cc: Governor Gavin Newsom 

Jim DeBoo, Executive Secretary 

Tara Lynn Gray, Office of Small Business Advocate 

Assemblyman Ken Cooley 

Senator Richard Pan 

From: John Deterding, President/CEO 

The Maclean Group LLC 

2233 Watt Avenue, Suite 296 

Sacramento, CA 95825 

DISABLED VETERAN 

Dy' BE 
BUSINESS ENTERPRISE 

Date: September 7, 2022 

Subject: California Department of Public Health Statewide Test Kit Contract 21-11105 

Dear Dr. Aragon, 

The Maclean Group LLC d/b/a Maclean Health ("Maclean") is a Sacramento based ("DVBE") 

certified company that specializes in providing healthcare products to state and federal 

government entities. I am the owner and CEO of Maclean and am seeking your immediate 

intervention to assist in addressing what I view as unfair treatment of my company with respect 

to a California Department of Public Health contract we held until yesterday-September 7-to 

provide the State with its much-needed COVID-19 test kits. Under that contract, we delivered 

30,000,000 COVID test kits to the State with a 1 00% performance record. In addition to the current 

test kit contract, we have successfully delivered tens of millions of units of other critical healthcare 

products to the State through some of the most challenging supply chain issues in recent history. 

By way of background, at the beginning of 2022 and in the midst of the Omicron outbreak, COVID 

test kits became a particularly challenging product for the government to procure due to a global 

shortage. Maclean stepped-up to assist the State of California during that challenging time, and 

successfully delivered over 3,300,000 test kits from January to March. Of important note, Maclean 

was able to deliver those products at a fair market price, which was something the vast majority 

of distributors were unable to do during that time. In fact, the market saw Covid test kit prices 

soar to over $10.00 per test in many cases. Maclean was able to provide a premium brand-ACON 

FlowFlex-for just $6.80 per test. While other distributors and manufacturers faltered with 
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